GAYLIB WEBSITE ‘TRUTH WINS OUT’
A source of hate speech and prejudice is delivered by the
gaylib website truthwinsout.org

On the homepage (there is only one guy behind the website, Wayne Besen) the editor writes
his mission statement:
“Truth Wins Out (TWO) is a non-proﬁt organization that works to demolish the very foundation of anti-gay prejudice: the ex-gay movement. Our philosophy is simple: We attack harmful
lies, discrediting hateful myths, and countering anti-gay organizations. By chipping away at
the underlying ignorance that fuels anti-LGBT attitudes, we can ultimately win our ﬁght for
fairness and achieve full equality for gay, lesbian, bisexual, and transgender people worldwide.”
We are to be demolished.
In our view, this gentleman is clearly suﬀering from what we call the Gay Hostility Syndrome,
a state of mind stemming from young men and women who have grown up in antisexual, orthodox religious communities and who generalize their upbringing to all mankind.
They know for sure that behind every curtain the bully lurks again. Behind each sentence written, there lurk enemy forces whose aim is to be just as bad as the childhood bully in the
schoolyard. The schoolyard now has become the grownup world, and those bullies are going
to be beaten, now that I am a big boy.
We are to be demolished, so he is determined. Ex-gays spread lies and the gay guy suﬀers
enormously, so he claims. There would be but one truth, and this One and Only Truth will prevail, and he would be its Leader and Proclaimer, a totalitarian concept. Where have we heard
that before?
Let us substitute the word ex-gay with Jew, and gay with arian:
The editor writes:
“Arian Truth Wins Out (ATWO) is an organization that works to demolish the very foundation
of anti-arian prejudice: the Jewish people. Our philosophy is simple: We attack their harmful
lies, discrediting their hateful myths, and countering Jewish organizations. By chipping away
at the underlying ignorance that fuels anti-arian attitudes, we can ultimately win our ﬁght
and achieve full equality for arian people worldwide.”

Let us substitute the word ex-gay with inﬁdel, and gay with Islamic State:
The editor writes:
“Islamic State Wins Out (ISWO) is an organization that works to demolish the very foundation
of anti-Islam prejudice: the inﬁdels. Our philosophy is simple: We attack their harmful lies, discrediting their hateful myths, and countering inﬁdel organizations. By chipping away at the
underlying ignorance that fuels anti-Islamic attitudes, we can ultimately win our ﬁght for Muslims worldwide.”
On another website ‘religioustolerance.org’, the same gentleman continues his rant in a comment:
“It will help to greatly hasten the day when the scourge that is reparative therapy is eradicated forever and LGBT people can live openly, honestly, and true to themselves.”
It is not just a ban on minors he is apparantly after. He wants to intervene in psychotherapy
for the good of all mankind. Substitute a few words to see the totalitarianism of this hostile
gentleman:
“It will help to greatly hasten the day when the scourge that is the Jewish way of life is eradicated forever and people with blue eyes and blond hair can live openly, honestly, and true to
themselves.”
The chief editor of the named website proceeded ahead and ﬁled the statement as very positive. And he dares name his website ‘religious tolerance’?

Stop gaylib extremism.

